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Forward-Looking Statements

Safe Harbor | Disclaimers

This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, statements regarding solid-state storage technology, storage interfaces, business strategy, growth opportunities, market adoption, demand for digital storage and market trends. Forward-looking statements should not be read as a guarantee of future performance or results, and will not necessarily be accurate indications of the times at, or by, which such performance or results will be achieved, if at all. Forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially from those expressed in or suggested by the forward-looking statements.

Key risks and uncertainties include volatility in global economic conditions, actions by competitors, business conditions, growth in our markets, product development, pricing trends and fluctuations in average selling prices, and other risks and uncertainties listed in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) and available on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov, including our most recently filed periodic report, to which your attention is directed. We do not undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise, except as required by law.
Western Digital – A Leader in High-Performance Storage

- A market leader with industry’s broadest product portfolio
- Portfolio – storage systems, SSDs, HDDs, embedded and removable flash memory
- Vertically integrated business model for operational efficiency

High performance storage solutions leader driving long-term profitable growth

With a portfolio of leading brands

SanDisk®
G-Technology®
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Leading Portfolio Breadth and Depth
From Silicon to Systems

JBOD & JBOF  
Storage Servers  
Object Storage Systems  
All-Flash & Hybrid Arrays  
NVMe-over-Fabric Storage

Memory Extension Drive  
Enterprise SSD  
Enterprise HDD  
Client SSD  
Client HDD  
Network Attached Storage & Personal Cloud  
Direct-Attached Storage

NAND Components  
Embedded Flash Devices  
Flash Cards  
Flash USB  
Portable Storage
Western Digital NVMe Product Portfolio

From Silicon to Systems

IntelliFlash™
Enterprise NVMe All-flash Arrays

OpenFlex™
Composable, NVMe Fabric Devices and Enclosures

Ultrastar®
NVMe Storage Servers

Ultrastar DC ME-Series
Memory Extension drives

Ultrastar DC SN-Series
Data Center NVMe drives
NVMe – Customer Perception and Commitment

NVMe Understanding and Awareness

- I have good knowledge of NVMe storage: 78% Strongly Agree, 8% Disagree
- I understand which workloads benefit from using NVMe: 82% Strongly Agree, 8% Disagree
- I know how to make a good business case for NVMe investment: 61% Strongly Agree, 12% Disagree

What your Commitment to Deploying NVMe Storage?

- STRONGLY AGREE: 37%
- AGREE: 18%
- NEUTRAL/UNSURE: 21%
- DISAGREE: 14%
- STRONGLY DISAGREE: 9%
NVMe – Real World Usage and Inhibitors

Customer Deployment and Use Cases

- Real-time Analysis
- Transaction Processing
- Business Applications
- Data Warehouses
- Data Modeling
- Machine Learning

Low-Latency Applications
Business Analytics
Machine Intelligent Analytics

What’s Inhibiting Greater NVMe Adoption?

- The current state of the server systems already deployed: 26% significant inhibitor, 36% causes friction
- Recent storage platform investments elsewhere (AFA etc): 10% significant inhibitor, 27% causes friction
- The technical maturity of NVMe solutions: 13% significant inhibitor, 28% causes friction
- Pushback from finance/procurement: 16% significant inhibitor, 21% causes friction
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2019 is the Year of NVMe!

NVMe – Perception and Real World Usage

Join me in the

Enterprise Storage Track
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Western Digital

Architecting Data Infrastructure for the Zettabyte Age
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